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After receiving all the market monitor reports and hearing from stakeholders, the SLC leadership 
identified four buckets of possible SLC recommendations.  
   
I. PRIMARY ACTIONABLE ITEMS 

Market Monitor Items 

A. Market-to-Market (M2M) - The MM report identified several changes that could 
yield > $30 M in benefits annually, noting that many changes are incremental and 
nature and only require coordination between the RTOs.    

The SLC could endorse all or a combination of the market monitor 
recommendations in the M2M report.  

The SLC could recommend that states participate in the RTO roadmap 
processes to increase the priority of existing items and ensure new items are 
similarly ranked.  

B. Rate Pancaking - Stakeholders and several SLC members stated that a region-
wide view of this issue masks the actual impacts, suggesting more granular 
investigation is needed.  

The SLC could create a small working group made up of commission staff, 
RTO staff, TOs, and interested stakeholders to review the following and 
generate recommendations:  

1. Inventory different types of rate pancaking issues that exist, including 
transmission service and capacity market impacts.  

(a)  Network service for load on seam.  
(b)  Generation located outside of RTO where load is served 
(c)  Loop flow caused by interregional projects 
(d)  Better understanding of capacity benefits from reduced transmission 
pancaking.  

2. Analyze currently underutilized transmission along the seam, including 
evaluation of costs and savings from removal of pancaked rates.  

3. Identify inconsistencies in transmission charges between RTOs. (Some of 
this was done with the initial whitepaper.) 

4. Evaluate impact of pancaked rates from interregional transmission 
projects.  

5. Discuss potential tariff changes that could be implemented in lieu of 
pancaked rates.    

 

 



Planning Topics 

C. Interregional Planning - Several stakeholders, including SPP, suggested that the 
SLC should recommend action related to longer-term interregional transmission 
planning.  

The SLC could formally endorse coordination on long-range planning efforts 
by the two RTOs and monitor the respective processes. 

D. Targeted Market Efficiency Projects (TMEPs) - This issue was originally put in 
the parking lot of the market monitor analysis. Several stakeholders suggested that 
a TMEP process similar to the one in place between MISO and PJM be utilized in 
the context of the Market-to-Market discussions. SPP staff strongly supports 
exploring this idea. MISO is open to it as well.  

The SLC should recommend that MISO and SPP host a joint meeting to 
begin work on developing a TMEP study process, kicking off additional 
discussion in each RTO’s respective stakeholder processes. 

Generator Interconnection & Affected Systems Studies    

E. MISO and SPP have recently announced a joint study that focuses on 
interconnection queue and reliability issues along the seam. 

The SLC should serve as the main point of contact for updates on joint study 
progress and provide an opportunity for discussion with the RTOs and 
commissioners. 

 

II. Additional Actionable Market Monitor Analysis Items 

A. Coordinated Transaction Scheduling (CTS) - The market monitor report identified 
benefits of $9.4-$11.2 M per year, but observed they are difficult to capture given 
current barriers to transactions. Further, upfront implementation costs are 
approximately $6-$10 M. CTS is currently ranked as “low priority” in the MISO 
Integrated Roadmap process and MISO has recommended a holistic cost/benefit 
analysis before implementing.    

The SLC could recommend removal of fees from CTS transactions. 

The SLC could recommend improved price forecasts.  

B. Interface Pricing Improvements - The market monitor analysis viewed the current 
interface pricing mechanism positively but noted a flaw in how congestion is 
charged.  

The SLC should monitor how this item is addressed in an ongoing FERC 
complaint proceeding (EL17-89 and EL19-60). 
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